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Could you briefly tell us more about 
PROTEUS?
Its name comes from “PROtotyping and 
TESting Unit” and it has a completely new 
way of integrating3 electronic devices. 
It has one universal control unit, and all 
other electronic components4 are made 
in the form of “modules” – which are 
interchangeable5 and allow the user to 
configure the device the way he wants it. 
The general idea is to make a device which 
is fully controlled by a touch screen graphic 
display and can be operated both by a 
professional and an amateur. The device 
can also be used in schools to make physics 
and chemistry lessons more attractive and 
interesting to the students.

In May you mentioned that you had 
received some interesting offers to 
collaborate on some projects in the US. 
Is there some progress?
There is one project which is long-term. 
Unfortunately, because there are a lot of 
things which can be patented or published, 
I can’t be very specific about that. But 
what I can tell you is that this project has 
a very wide field of potential application 
– from avionics7 to military to life-saving 
applications. It is about new ways of easily 
scaling8 the visualization of various data.

What would you advise to those students 
that have an idea but don’t know how to 
carry it out?
Any investment in your idea or project is 
a huge investment in your future. It does 
not matter if the project is large, small or if 
someone has even done it before. No project 
is easy, in every project you will experience 
that crushing9 feeling that you are not going 
to do it – even I did. There were moments 

when I thought that I am not able to finish, 
but in the end I overcame it. The important 
thing is not to give up.

How do you relax if you have free time?
Reading, watching documentaries and 
cycling is how I relax. I like all BBC 
documentaries, especially “Planet Earth”. 
It is a masterpiece. David Attenborough is 
a legend for me in a way. There is simply 
no one who would be able to express such 
enthusiasm.

You have mentioned travelling: Which 
places would you like to travel to again? 
What is your travel dream?
I would definitely love to see Turkey 
one more time. I really enjoyed that 

the mentality of the people is completely 
different there. I would also like to see more 
of the USA. I have seen just a tiny bit of it but 
there was something that literally bowled 
me over10. I have never ever seen anything 
that monumental and beautiful – The Grand 
Canyon. My dream? To see  “Tolkien’s 
Middle-earth” – New Zealand.

How many languages do you speak? 
What other language would you like to 
learn?
I speak English, German and of course, 
Czech. Which language would I like to 
learn? French is a lovely language… every 
sentence you say in it automatically becomes 
noble11 in a way. That is something that 
other languages do not have.

Little Czech Brains
‘Česká hlava’ (Czech Brains) is 
the most prestigious science 
award in the Czech Republic. 
A part of the main award is 
the ‘České hlavičky’ (Little 
Czech Brains) competition that 
targets high-school students. 
Here are interviews with two of 
the winners.

MARek Novák:
CoNqueRiNg tHe uSA

Marek Novák won the 2012 Ingenium Prize for development and service of a multifunctional device, PROTEUS.

VOCaBULaRY
1 prestigious [pre"stIdZ@s] – významný, prestižní
2 to conquer ["kQNk@] – dobýt
3 to integrate ["IntIgr@t] – zapojit
4 component [k@m"p@Un@nt] – součástka
5 interchangeable ["Int@"tSeIndZ@b(@)l] – 

zaměnitelný

6 to collaborate [k@"l&b@reIt] –spolupracovat
7 avionics [eIvI"QnIks] – letecká elektrotechnika
8 to scale [skeIl] – změnit velikost
9 crushing ["krVSIN] – zdrcující

10 to bowl over – vyrazit dech
11 noble ["n@Ub(@)l] – vznešený
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Could you briefly explain your project 
to the public?
My award-winning work dealt with 
the application of the theory of games into 
economics. The key part was my thoughts 
about price wars. It’s a very topical1 problem 
that occupies economists in every large 
company and anti-monopoly offices all 
around the world. I tried to find out what 
a businessman/company should do when 
another company sets off a price war. I found 
the answer in an article by scientists from 
Hong Kong . They suggest an upside down 
strategy. Lowering prices can bring companies 
a loss while, those who increase prices have 
fewer customers but the same profit2. So 
the easiest route is not always the best one.

What were your plans before you 
decided to study economics?
Being a village child, I wanted to be a vet. 
Later, influenced by my mother, I wanted 
to study genetics, and finally I gave up on 
mathematical engineering in favour of 
economics.

What advice would you give to students 
who have an idea but don’t know how to 
progress with it?
Trust yourself and don’t be afraid! If you 
believe in your idea, don’t be discouraged3 
if you don’t succeed right away. I wanted to 
include an interview with Radim Jančura, 
the owner of Student Agency, in my work and 
to ask him about some problems concerning 
the price war between his company and 
its competitors. Nobody answered my 
first email. After a long hesitation, I wrote 
another email – and I got a reply, directly 
from Mr. Jančura. People can forgive 
students a lot; some pushiness4 is necessary. 
But 90 % of success is hard work anyway. 

at the moment you are working on 
a project that maps the structure and 
the development of Czech economics. 
What do you find interesting about it?
I have just finished an extensive article 
called Between East and West, together 
with college lecturer Mr Fisher (University 
of Economics). We trace5 the course 
of the post-communist countries 
going from Eastern towards Western 
economies. I was glad that my calculations 
confirmed the extraordinarily successful 
transformation of the Czech Republic. Our 
country together with Slovenia and Estonia 

are actually the only countries that can keep 
pace with6 Western economies.

Did you have a good holiday? What did 
you do?
Most of the time I was working – finishing 
a few articles,  and I had presentations at 
two scientific conferences. I also earned 
a little extra money by putting together some 
data from a statistic survey. In the meantime 
I left my chair and spent a few days in 
Germany, travelled around west Bohemia 
and took a two-week intensive language 
course in German.

What is your favourite book / film / 
music?
Leo Rosten’s O K*A*P*L*A*N! My 
K*A*P*L*A*N! (translated by Antonín 
Přidal) / The King’s Speech / Dvořák’s 
8th symphony, Edith Piaf, Marlene Dietrich 
and Hana Hegerová

What are your other hobbies?
When I have free time, I try to enrich7 my 
collection of autographs8. Thanks to this 
hobby, you meet (or at least correspond 
with) a lot of interesting people. I have 
the autographs, for example, of Sir Nicholas 
Winton, baroness Margaret Thatcher and 
Emil Zátopek. I still haven’t been able to get 
the autographs of Bill Clinton and his wife 
Hillary. Devising9 strategies for obtaining 
autographs is what I like most about 
the hobby.

How many languages do you speak? 
Would you like to learn any other?
I can speak English and German; English 
is the most important for me because of 
my studies and work. I’d like to get back to 
studying Spanish, I’m still just a beginner. 
And I’d like to learn Russian, to be able 
to read Dostoyevsky and Chekhov in 
the original versions.

HANA LipovSká: 
eCoNoMiC gAMeS

Hana Lipovská (on the right) won the 2010 Merkur Prize for her work Theory of Games* and Economic Behaviour.

VOCaBULaRY:
1 topical ["tQpIk(@)l] – aktuální
2 profit ["prQfIt] – zisk
3 don’t be discouraged 

 [dIs"kVrIdZd] – nenechte se 
odradit

4 pushiness ["pUSInIs] – 
neodbytnost

5 to trace [treIs] – sledovat
6 keep pace with – držet krok s
7 to enrich [In"rItS, en-] – 

obohatit
8 autograph ["O;t@grA;f] – 

podpis
9 to devise [dI"vaIz] – vymyslet, 

vynalézt

gLOSSaRY*
Game Theory / Theory of Games is 
a study of strategic decision making, 
using a wide number of games. It 
tries to complete mathematically 
and logically the actions that 
companies should take to secure 
the best results for themselves.


